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Abstract

After introducing the different boundary geometries of rank one symmetric
spaces, we state and prove Fried’s theorem in the general setting of all those
geometries: a closed manifold with a similarity structure is either complete or
the developing map is a covering onto the Heisenberg-type space deprived of
a point.

I— Introduction

Let F be the field of the real, complex, quaternionic or octonionic numbers. We are
interested in the boundary geometries (PU(n,1;F),∂Hn

F ). Those structures will be
considered for n ≥ 2. For the non-real case, the hyperbolic lines (when n = 1) are
isometric to real hyperbolic spaces, so the hypothesis n ≥ 2 is only a convenience.
When F is the octonionic field, we only consider the case n = 2. For example, when
F = R, we get the flat conformal structure. When F = C, we get the spherical CR
structure.
In this paper we will prove the following theorem, called Fried’s theorem since it

was stated and proved by Fried for the real case in [Fri80]. It was also proved for the
complex case by Miner [Min90] and for the quaternionic case by Kamishima [Kam99].
It seems that the octonionic case has not been proved yet.
Start with a rank one symmetric space. We set N the geodesic boundary of the

space deprived of a point and Sim(N ) the subgroup of the isometries stabilizing this
point.

Theorem (III.1) Let M be a closed (Sim(N ),N )-manifold. If the developing map
D : M̃ →N is not a cover onto N , then the holonomy subgroup Γ fixes a point in N

and D is in fact a covering onto the complement of this point.

The proof proposed here of Fried’s theorem III.1 will simultaneous deal with all the
cases. This unified proof will use a general approach of convexity in N . Convexity
arguments were crucial in Fried’s initial approach. In the real case, the space and the
tangent space on one hand, and the geodesic structure and the algebraic sum on the
other hand, are each time essentially the same. Therefore a clarification was required
to state general convexity arguments for every field.

A consequence of Fried’s theorem is the following result. We keep the notations of
the preceding theorem and denote by L(Γ) the limit set of the holonomy group Γ.

Theorem (IV.1) Let M be a closed (PU(n,1;F),∂Hn
F )-manifold. If D is not surjective

then it is a covering onto its image. Furthermore, D is a covering on its image if, and only
if, D(M̃) is equal to a connected component of ∂Hn

F −L(Γ).
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The first section being the present introduction, the second section will introduce
the different notions required. Notations for (G , X )-structures will be introduced in
II.5. The third section consists of the proof of Fried’s theorem. The forth consists of
the proof of theorem IV.1.
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II—Hyperbolic geometry

For the moment we will set the octonionic case aside. Let F be the field of the real or
complex or quaternionic numbers. We denote by Fn,1 the space Fn+1 endowed with
the quadratic form

QE (z1, . . . , zn+1) = z1z∗
1 +·· ·+ zn z∗

n − zn+1z∗
n+1ă, (1)

where z∗ denotes the conjugated of z . We specify E in QE to indicate that Q is given
in the canonical basis (e1, . . . ,en+1) of Fn+1.
Now, let F be the basis

f1 = −e1 +en+1p
2

, f2 = e2, . . . , fn = en , fn+1 = e1 +en+1p
2

. (2)

It is clear that it is an orthonormal basis with respect toQ . In that basis,QF is given by

QF (w1, . . . , wn+1) = w2w∗
2 +·· ·+wn w∗

n −2Re(w1w∗
n+1). (3)

Here, we denote by Re(p) and Im(p) the real and imaginary parts of p such that
p = Re(p)+ Im(p) and Re(p) ∈ R and Im(p) ∈ Im(F) = Re−1(0).
We denote by U(k) the group of the unitary matrices of Fk . We denote by U(n,1)

the group of the unitary matrices of Fn,1, i.e. the matrices acting by isometries on Fn,1.
We denote by Hn the projectivized of the negative subspace {Q(p) < 0} and by ∂Hn

the projectivized null subspace {Q(p) = 0}. Of course topologically speaking, ∂Hn is in
fact the boundary of Hn . The image of U(n,1) in PGL(Fn+1) is denoted by PU(n,1).

We recover the ball-model of Hn as follows. In P(Fn+1) we take the affine chart
zn+1 = 1. Thus,

QE (z) ≤ 0 ⇐⇒ |z1|2 +·· ·+ |zn |2 ≤ 1. (4)
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In what follows we will take these coordinates of Hn . In Hn , the vector f1 represents
“−1”= [−1,0, . . . ,0,1] and fn+1 represents “1”= [1,0, . . . ,0,1] which are in ∂Hn . In the
basis E , the vector en+1 represents “0”= [0, . . . ,0,1] and is in Hn . The other vectors of
the basis E and F are not in Hn nor in ∂Hn .

II.1 The K AN -Iwasawa decomposition

Wewill now always suppose that n ≥ 2.
We denote by K the subgroup of PU(n,1) given by the matrices in the canonical

basis

k =
(
k ′

1

)
(5)

where k ′ belongs to U(n).
We denote by U(N ) or also M the subgroup of K stabilizing F f1 and F fn+1. In

general, see [KP03], the matrices of M are given in the basis F by

m =
α αm′

α

 (6)

with m′ ∈ U(n −1) and α ∈ U(1). Since we projectivize on the right, the unitary factor
α can only be forgotten in the cases F = R or F = C.
We denote by A the subgroup of PU(n,1) given by the matrices in the basis F

at =
e−t

En−1

e t

 (7)

where t ∈ R and En−1 is the identity matrix. We denote by N the subgroup of PU(n,1)
given by the matrices in the basis F

nu,I =

 1
u En−1

‖u‖2/2+ I t u∗ 1

 (8)

where (u, I ) ∈ Fn−1 × Im(F). The vector u is to be thought as in (1,u,1) in Fn,1.
We denote by P the product M AN . Classical linear algebra shows the following

lemma.

Lemma II.1 The following properties are true.

(1) The action of N is free and transitive on ∂Hn − {1}.

(2) The subgroup K is the stabilizer of 0 and is transitive on ∂Hn .

(3) We have PU(n,1) = K P = K AN .

(4) The subgroup P is the stabilizer of 1 and is transitive on Hn .
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II.2 The group N

We will now closely study the subgroup N ⊂ PU(n,1). First, we identify nu,I with the
couple (u, I ) ∈ Fn−1 × Im(F). We have:

(u, I )+ (v, J ) := nu,I nv,J

=

 1
u + v En−1

‖u‖2/2+ I +u∗v +‖v‖2/2+ J t (u + v)∗ 1


=

 1
u + v En−1

‖u + v‖2/2+ Im(u∗v)+ I + J t (u + v)∗ 1


= (u + v, I + J + Im(u∗v)). (9)

Indeed, computations show that

Im(u)Im(v) = Re(u)Re(v)+Re(u)Im(v)−Re(v)Im(u)−u∗v (10)

Im(u)Im(v)+ Im(v)Im(u) = 2Re(u)Re(v)−2Im(u∗v) (11)

‖u + v‖2 = Re(u)2 +2Re(u)Re(v)− Im(u)2 − Im(u)Im(v)

+Re(v)2 − Im(v)Im(u)− Im(v)2 (12)

= ‖u‖2 +‖v‖2 +2Re(u∗v) (13)

‖u‖2/2+‖v‖2/2+u∗v = ‖u + v‖2/2+ Im(u∗v). (14)

This addition is not commutative, since Im(u∗v) is not symmetric. We have
−(u, I ) = (−u,−I ). We also have additivity since

Im(u∗v)+ Im((u + v)∗w) = Im(u∗v)+ Im(u∗w)+ Im(v∗w) (15)

= Im(u∗(v +w))+ Im(v∗w). (16)

By the action of P on ∂Hn , the point 1 is fixed. Also, the action of N on the point−1
is free and transitive on ∂Hn − {1} (see lemma II.1). We denote by N the image of −1
by the correspondance nu,s ↔ (u, s). Thus, we geometrically obtain N = ∂Hn − {1}
and also N isomorphic to N . Note that, −1 ∈ ∂Hn corresponds to 0 ∈N and 1 ∈ ∂Hn

to∞∈N .
Now, we look at the action of M and A on N by looking of the action on −1. Easy

calculations show that

mnu,I (−1) = nαm′uα−1,αIα−1 (−1), (17)

at nu,I (−1) = ne t u,e2t I (−1). (18)

Thus, we can see that the correspondance nu,I ↔ (u, I ) gives at nu,I ↔ (e t u,e2t I )
and mnu,I ↔ (αm′uα−1,αIα−1). Changing e t for λ and (αm′,α) for (P,α), denoting
λ := at and P := m, we get the actions :

P (u, I ) = (Puα−1,αIα−1) (19)

λ(u, I ) = (λu,λ2I ). (20)

Remark that the actions of A andM commute. If f ∈ Sim(N ), thenwe can express f as

f (x) =λP (x)+ c (21)

with λ ∈ R+, P ∈ U(N ) and c ∈N .
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Nowwe give a pseudo-norm onN (compare with [Cow+91, p. 10]). For x = (u, I ) ∈N

we define

‖x‖2
N := ‖u‖2

Fn−2 +‖I‖F.ă (22)

It is easy to see that ‖x‖ = 0 if and only if x = (0,0) and that

‖λx‖N =λ‖x‖N (23)

for any λ ∈ R+. The triangle inequality is respected.
To ‖ ·‖N we can associate the distance function

dN (x, y) = ‖−x + y‖ = dN (0,−x + y). (24)

and remark that it is symmetric since ‖−(u, I )‖ = ‖(−u,−I )‖ = ‖(u, I )‖ and ‖−y+x‖ =
‖− (−x + y)‖.

II.3 The octonionic case

The special case F = O needs extra care (see [Bae02] for a general survey on the
octonions). Indeed, O3 is not a vector space and the preceding construction relies on
this structure. However, as explained by Allcock in [All99] (compare also with [Har90]
for the projective plane), most of the construction can still be made.
We can still speak of the hyperbolic plane H2

O as a smooth manifold. It can even
be made from elements of O3 such that the coordinates lie in an associative algebra
[All99, p. 12] (we have different conventions).
Again, PU(2,1;O) := Aut(H2

O) acts transitively on the boundary at infinity (which
can still be defined) ∂H2

O. The 15-dimensional subgroup N stabilizing a point∞∈ ∂H2
O

is similar to the Heisenberg group (it is a H -type group – see [Cow+91] for an algebraic
approach), hence giving the space N by the same identification. Translations are
again given by

(x, z)+ (ξ,η) = (x +ξ, z +η+ Im(x∗η)). (25)

Here, the coordinates (x, z) are as previously with x ∈ O and z ∈ Im(O). For the same
reason as for the other fields, the addition ofN remains associative since the addition
in O is associative, and the addition in N is not commutative. As in the general case,
the commutator of two translations is given by (0,2Im(x∗η)). If µ is a unit imaginary,
then we can define a rotation by µ on N .

mµ(x, z) = (µx,µzµ−1). (26)

It gives a compact group of rotations. Ifλ ∈ R+, then again we have dilatations given by

λ(x, z) = (λx,λ2z). (27)

So the group Sim(N ) is very similar to the previous cases. We also remark that
the stabilizer K of a point in the interior 0 ∈ H2

O is still a compact group and again
H2

O = Aut(H2
O)/K . Finally, the same norm ‖·‖N can be defined and used as previously.

More references can be given. In [Rie82], Riehm shows that the isometry group
of ∂H2

O stabilizing∞ is transitive on the unit sphere. In [Rie84], Riehm shows that
every geodesic is a one-parameter group of global isometries. Those results and a full
description of the automorphism group are described in [Cow+91]. Note that those
results are common for every field F we consider here.

II.4 Limit sets

In what follows we will use limit sets (compare with [CG74]). Given a subgroup
Γ⊂ PU(n,1), we can define the limit set of Γ, L(Γ), as Γ ·p ∩∂Hn for any p ∈ Hn . This
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does not depend on the choice of p since for q ∈ Hn , the distance between p and q is
preserved by elements of Γ. Hence, if gn p → x ∈ ∂Hn , then so must gn q .
Also, for x ∈ L(Γ) such as x = lim gn p , any other point z of ∂Hn except possibly

one must verify lim gn z = x . Indeed, given z1, z2 different from one another and both
distinct from x , then for γ a geodesic between z1, z2, since the points of the geodesic
go to x , then so must one extremity of the geodesic. If y is the only point that does not
tend to x , then we call (x, y) a dual pair, or dual points. In this case, it is easy to see
that lim g−1

n p = y .
The limit set L(Γ) is stable by the action of Γ. Moreover, it is the minimal invariant

set by Γ: if A ⊂ ∂Hn is closed and invariant by Γ and is at least constituted of two points,
then L(Γ) ⊂ A. This fact can be deduced from the preceding remark.

The following lemma will be used in what follows. The proof is easily extended to
the case where F is the octonion field. It uses the fact that K in the decomposition
K AN is maximal compact. Another way to deduce this lemma is given by CAT(0)
theory (see [BH99, p. 179]).

Lemma II.2 (See [CG74, p. 79]) Let Γ⊂ PU(n,1) be a subgroup. Suppose L(Γ) =;, then
the elements of Γ let a point fixed in Hn .

II.5 Complete structures

A (G , X )-structure (compare withThurston’s textbook [Thu97]), is a pair of a smooth
space X with a transitive groupG acting by analytic diffeomorphisms. (Amore general
notion in [Thu97] appears by allowing diffeomorphisms to be only locally defined, but
we won’t need this generality here.) A smooth manifold M gets a (G , X )-structure
if we can choose an atlas of M consisting of charts defined on open sets of X and
with transition maps belonging toG . In this case we speak of a (G , X )-manifold to
designate a manifold together with a (G , X )-structure.

Such a (G , X )-structure on a smoothmanifold M gives a pair (D,ρ) of the developing
map D : M̃ → X and the holonomy map ρ :π1(M ) →G . The developing map is a local
diffeomorphism. The image of the holonomy map is called the holonomy group, and is
usually denoted here by Γ= ρ(π1(M )). This pair (D,ρ) prescribes the (G , X )-structure
on M .
Two general problems naturally arise: it is hard to say when it is possible to

put a (G , X )-structure on M (it is the geometrization problem); and there are very
few general properties on a pair (D,ρ). Two properties on (D,ρ) are interesting to
investigate: the completeness (D is a covering), and the discreteness (Γ is discrete
in G).
We will say that the structure is complete if the developing map D : M̃ → X is

a covering onto X . Of course, complete (PU(n,1),∂Hn)-manifolds are rare (those
have a spherical structure), and we will rather ask if D : M̃ → X is a covering onto its
image (but we keep the term complete for a covering onto X ). Remark that if D is
a covering map onto a simply connected space, then Γ is discrete. (The converse is
not true in general, see for example [Fal08].)
The complete structures that we will encounter come from the following lemma.

None of these results are new. (Compare again with [Thu97].)

Lemma II.3 Let (G , X ) be a geometrical structure such that X has a G-invariant
riemannian metric. If M is a closed (G , X )-manifold, then it is complete.

Proof Let D : M̃ → X be the developing map. It is a local diffeomorphism. Pulling-
back the metric on M̃ , it makes D a local isometry. Since M is closed, D is a covering
map. •
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Therefore, to show that a (G , X )-structure is complete for a closed manifold M , it
suffices to show that G has compact stabilizers on X (compare with [Thu97, p. 144]).

Recall that K ⊂ PU(n,1) from the Iwasawa decomposition is compact. And remark
that (Sim(N )0,N − {0}) has compact stabilizers.

Lemma II.4 Any closed (K ,∂Hn) or (Sim(N )0,N − {0})-manifold is complete. •

Lemma II.5 Let M be a closed (PU(n,1),∂Hn)-manifold. Let Γ be the holonomy group.
If L(Γ) =;, then D : M̃ → ∂Hn is a covering map (therefore a diffeomorphism).

Proof If L(Γ) =;, then the elements of Γ let a point fixed in Hn by lemma II.2. Up to
conjugation it is 0, hence Γ⊂ K . By lemma II.4, it follows that D is a covering map. •

Corollary II.6 Let M be a closed (PU(n,1),∂Hn)-manifold. If L(Γ) =;, then M is
a spherical manifold. In particular, if M is a simply connected closed (PU(n,1),∂Hn)-
manifold, then M is diffeomorphic to a sphere.

Proof Because K ' U(n) ⊂ O(kn) (where k = 1,2,4,8 depending on the field) and
∂Hn is a sphere of real dimension (kn −1). •

The following proposition is also known as the “cutting lemma” in a paper of Falbel
and Gusevskii [FG94, th. 2.3], in which they directly refer to a paper of Kulkarni and
Pinkall [KP86, th. 4.2]. A proof can be found in [KP86]. This result will be of great use
in the proofs of Fried’s theorem III.1 and theorem IV.1.

Proposition II.7 Let M be a closed (PU(n,1),∂Hn)-manifold. DenoteΓ the holonomy
group andΩ= ∂Hn−D(M̃ ). Suppose that L(Γ) ⊂Ω and that L(Γ) has at least two points.
Then D is a covering map onto a connected component of ∂Hn −L(Γ).

III—Fried’s theorem and similarity structures

The goal of this section is to show the following theorem, initially stated and shown by
Fried for the real case F = R in [Fri80]. The complex case F = C was proved by Miner
in [Min90]. Later, a different proof (but still in the initial ideas of Fried) of the real
case was given by Matsumoto in his survey [Mat92]. An analytic proof of the real case
was done by [BH99]. The quaternionic case F = H was addressed by Kamishima in
[Kam99]. It seems that the octonionic case F = O has not been proved yet. We will
simultaneously prove the theorem for all the fields F considered.

Theorem III.1 Let M be a closed (Sim(N ),N )-manifold. If the developing map
D : M̃ →N is not a cover onto N , then the holonomy subgroup Γ fixes a point in N

and D is in fact a covering onto the complement of this point.

The different ideas of the proof come from [Fri80], [Min90] and [Mat92]. The
ideas about convexity of Fried and Miner (also in Carrière’s work [Car89]) forged the
necessity of the second section and the ideas for the first arguments of the theorem’s
proof. Matsumoto’s ideas helped to find the last arguments.

III.1 A shortcut: discrete holonomy and autosimilarity

A consequence of Fried’s theorem is that for any similarity structure on a closed
manifold, the holonomy is discrete. The converse also holds.

Proposition III.2 Suppose that Γ ⊂ Sim(N ) is a discrete subgroup. Then either
L(Γ) =;, or L(Γ) = {∞} or L(Γ) = {∞, a} for some a ∈N .

This can be compared with Matsumoto [Mat92, lemma 4.20].

Proof Suppose that L(Γ) is neither; nor {∞}. Since Γ⊂ Sim(N ), we have∞∈ L(Γ).
Indeed, if not, then Γ⊂ M but L(M) =;.
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Now, let f , g be such that f n(x) → a and g n(x) → b. This hypothesis can be made
because if L(Γ) 6= {∞} then there exist f , g with dilatation factors different from 1. If
a = b for all choices f , g then Γ fixes a and it follows that L(Γ) = {∞} or L(Γ) = {a,∞}.
So by absurd, suppose a 6= b.

Denote f (x) =λP (x)+ c and g (x) =µQ(x)+d . Take h = g ◦ f ◦ g−1, we see that h
fixes g (a). Set also the sequence hn = f n ◦h ◦ f −n . The fixed point of hn is f n(g (a))
tending to a.

g ◦ f ◦ g−1(x) =µQ
(
λP (µ−1Q−1(x)+d ′)+ c

)+d

=λQPQ−1(x)+e (28)

f n ◦h ◦ f −n(x) =λP nQPQ−1P−n(x)+ cn (29)

Denote An = P nQPQ−1P−n . Since An ∈ M which is compact, we can extract a
subsequence converging to A. Now, the constant cn must tend to c since the fixedpoint
tends to a. Hence, hn(x) accumulates to λA(x)+ c , contradicting the discreteness of
Γ. •

From this property it is not difficult to retrieve Fried’s theorem fixed point property.
If M is not complete, then L(Γ) is neither; nor {∞}. Indeed, theremust be an element
of Γ with dilatation factor different from 1, giving a limit point in N (otherwise
the structure is complete, since there would exist an invariant riemannian metric).
Therefore by discreteness, L(Γ) is {a,∞} and a must be fixed. For closed manifolds, it
is then possible to retrieve the full Fried’s theorem with the fixed point property.

Of course, the hypothesis that Γ is discrete is highly non trivial, and this is why the
proof of Fried’s theorem is important. However, the author wishes to emphasize the
fact that it remains true for any discrete subgroup (even if the manifold considered is
not compact). In particular, it is possible to prove that any group with the property
that if a point of L(Γ) is totally fixed by Γ then L(Γ) is elementary (i.e. has at most two
points) enables to prove that L(Γ) is autosimilar when it is not elementary. For take
p ∈ L(Γ) andU an open neighborhood of p . The complement ∂Hn −Γ ·U is closed and
invariant. Hence it must be at most a single point totally fixed by Γ since L(Γ) contains
p and would be contained in this complement if there were more than one point.
Now L(Γ) can in fact not have a totally fixed point in ∂Hn −Γ ·U since we supposed
that L(Γ) is infinite and verifies the property emphazed before. Therefore Γ ·U covers
L(Γ), and this shows the autosimilarity property.

III.2 The geometry ofN

Some facts about the geometry of N will be needed. In the real case, N is the
Euclidean space endowed with its similarities. The advantage is that the Euclidean
space Rn is flat and we are allowed to state expx (v) = x + v .

It is still true in general. First, N is a 2-nilpotent Lie group. It follows that the Lie
algebra n ofN is 2-nilpotent and the exponential map is a diffeomorphism between n
and N . The real vector space n is is to be thought as a global coordinate system ofN .

Geodesics ofN can be described in explicit terms. Letω be theMaurer-Cartan form
of N , i.e. ω : TN → n is a 1-form constant on left-invariant vector fields. Geodesics
γ : I →N are smooth curves such that γ∗ω is constant. Geodesics from 0 ∈N are
given by exp(t v) for any v ∈ n. If exp(p) ∈N is any other point then the geodesics
issued from p are given by left multiplication: exp(p)exp(t v).
Note that in the coordinates of n given by the exponential, every geodesic is

a straight line: from 0 it is clear since geodesics are given by exp(t v) corresponding to
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the coordinates t v . If exp(p) ∈N then the Campbell-Hausdorff formula gives

exp(p)exp(t v) = exp

(
p + t v + 1

2
[p, t v]

)
(30)

hence coordinates of geodesics issued from p are given by p + t v + 1
2 [p, t v] which is

again a straight line. This is a fact restricted to the 2-nilpotent groups, in general the
Campell-Hausdorff formula gives a polynomial which is not affine.

Wewill denote by expexp(p)(t v)or expp (t v) the product exp(p)exp(t v)or p exp(t v)
depending whereas p ∈ n or p ∈N . Since geodesics are given by left translations, we
can still write expx (v) = x +N v as in the Euclidean case. We will be careful not to
write expx (t v) = x + t v since t v could indicate the dilatation by a factor t as in the
group N and not linearly as in the tangent space n.

Similarity transformations preserve the geodesic structure: if ρ ∈ Sim(N ) and if γ
is geodesic, then ργ is again geodesic. This can be checked manually since the group
Sim(N ) is well known.
The space N is locally convex. The open balls that will be defined in the next

section provide examples of arbitrary small open convex subsets.

If K is any manifold with a similarity structure, then we can pullback the geodesic
structure on K . To be more specific, a curve γ : I → K is a geodesic if and only if D ◦γ
is a geodesic of N . This construction implies the equivariance

D(expx (v)) = expD(x)(dD · v) = D(x)+dD(v). (31)

The exponential map at x in K is defined on an open subset. By definition, we will
say that this is the visible open subset, denoted by Vx ⊂ Tx K . This open subset is non
empty since D is a local diffeomorphism.
We are now interested in the case K = M̃ . The following construction enables

to get arguments about Vx . Let p ∈ M̃ and g ∈ π1(M). Suppose that there exists v
such that expp (v) = g ·p . Since Vp is an open neighborhood of v , and since exp is
a local diffeomorphism, we can reduce Vp to a neighborhood Wp of v on which exp is
a diffeomorphism. Therefore, there exists an open neighborhoodUp of the origin in
Tp M̃ such that the application G defined onUp by

G(u) = (exp−1
p ◦g ◦expp )(u) (32)

is well defined and verifies G(0) = v and G(Up ) =Wp . Remark that the maps g and G
are equivariant:

expp (G(u)) = g ·expp (u). (33)

We are now interested to extend G to the full tangent space Tp M̃ . To do so, we need
to treat the difficulty of the exponential of a non-visible vector. This is done by looking
through the developing map.

Aswedid before, we can set expx (w) = x+w for x ∈ M̃ andw ∈ nby looking through
the developing map (x ∈ M̃ is send to z ∈N , the tangent spaces are identified and
any tangent space in N is identified to n by the parallel transport). For convenience
we will denote by p +Vp the image expp (Vp ) of the exponential of all visible vectors.

Lemma III.3 For any w1, w2 ∈ Tp M̃ , ifD(p)+dD(w1) = D(p)+dD(w2) then w1 = w2.
In particular D restricted to p +Vp is injective since D(p + v) = D(p)+dD(v).

Proof If D(p)+dD(w1) = D(p)+dD(w2) then by unicity of the geodesics in N

we deduce dD(w1) = dD(w2). Since D is a local diffeomorphism, this implies w1 =
w2. •
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In N every exponential is well defined. By the preceding lemma, what happens in
Vp is not different from what happens in the developing map. This is why we define

G(u) = dD−1
p ◦exp−1

D(p) ◦ρ(g )◦expD(p) ◦dDp (u). (34)

With v as before, it remains true that G(0) = v . Again, for any w ∈Vp ∩G−1(Vp )

expp (G(w)) = g ·expp (w). (35)

For, recall that by the lemma the developing map is injective on p +Vp . We conclude
by the following computation.

D(g ·expp (w)) = ρ(g )◦D(expp (w)) (36)

D(expp (G(w))) = expD(p)(dD ·G(w)) (37)

= ρ(g )◦expD(p)(dDp ·w) (38)

= ρ(g )◦D(expp (w)) (39)

The following proposition is crucial to the study. We will recall the notations.

Proposition III.4 Let p ∈ M̃ and v ∈Vp such that there exists g ∈π1(M) verifying
g ·p = p + v . The map G exponentially equivariant with g is defined by

G(u) = dD−1
p ◦exp−1

D(p) ◦ρ(g )◦expD(p) ◦dDp (u). (40)

Suppose thatU is a convex subset of Vp and contains v =G(0). For any w ∈ Tp M̃ , if
G(w) ∈U then w ∈Vp .

Proof Suppose thatU verifies the hypotheses. For t < ε small enough t w is visible
and G(t w) is close to v and is hence visible. Therefore t w ∈Vp ∩G−1(Vp ). We know
by equation (35) that

expp (G(t w)) = g ·expp (t w). (41)

Since ρ(g ) transforms geodesics into geodesics, it transforms t w onto a geodesic
from G(0) to G(w).

SinceG(0),G(w) ∈U by assumption, the leftmember is well defined for any t ∈ [0,1]
becauseU is convex. The right member is defined for t in [0,ε[. But since the left
member is always defined [0,ε[ must be closed in [0,1], therefore equal to [0,1]. It
follows that w is visible. •

We will now give the first argument of Fried’s theorem’s proof. The hypothesis to
keep in mind is that the similarity structure does not give a covering onto for D .
The following ideas of convexity properties can be related to the work of Carrière in
[Car89]. Some parts are exposed in [Min90].
Let C be an open subset of M̃ . We will say that C is a convex subset if D|C is

a diffeomorphism with convex image in N . Convexity in N is the property of
containing every geodesic segment.

Lemma III.5 Let p ∈ M̃ and 0 ∈C ⊂Vp such that expp (C ) is convex. Let g ∈π1(M).
Then g expp (C ) is a convex subset containing g p .

Proof Since g transforms geodesics into geodesics, it sends a convex to a convex. •

Remark that by the following proposition, we furthermore have that g expp (C ) ⊂
g p +Vg p .

Proposition III.6 We have the following properties.

(1) If p ∈C with C ⊂ M̃ convex, then C ⊂ p +Vp .

(2) If C1,C2 are convex in M̃ with a non empty intersection, then D|C1∪C2 is injective.
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(3) If M̃ contains p such that p +Vp is convex, then p +Vp = M̃ .

Proof In order.

(1) If z ∈ D(C ) then there exists w ∈ n such that z = D(p)+w . Let v = (dD)−1(w).
Then p + t v is well defined and belongs toC for t small enough. But D(p)+
dDp (t v) is well defined and in D(C ) for all t ≤ 1. Hence p + t v is well defined
for t = 1 by taking D−1(D(p)+dDp (t v)).

(2) Take p ∈C1 ∩C2 and z = D(p). If D(x1) = D(x2) for x1 ∈C1 and x2 ∈C2 then
the geodesic segment from z to D(x1) is the same that joins z to D(x2), hence
for the same direction. Hence x1 = x2.

(3) It suffices to show that p +Vp is closed in M̃ since it is already open and non
empty. Let y be in the adherence of p +Vp . Let C ⊂ y +Vy be a convex subset
containing y (it can always be constructed since D is a local diffeomorphism).

ThenC ∩p+Vp has a non empty intersection, hence D is injective onC ∪p+Vp .
In D(C ∪p +Vp ) there exists v such that D(q) = D(p)+dDp (v). The geodesic
D−1(D(p)+dDp (t v)) is well defined and in p +Vp for t < 1 by hypothesis. At
t = 1 the point is well defined by injectivity of D , is equal to q and belongs to the
same geodesic, since for t large enough it belongs to C . Therefore q ∈ p +Vp .

•

Remark that this last property shows that if p +Vp is convex, then D is a diffeomor-
phism.

Corollary III.7 Suppose that D is not a covering map onto N (hence not a diffeo-
morphism), then Vp is never equal to Tp M̃ .

Proof The tangent space Tp M̃ is convex since dDp is an isomorphism. If Vp = Tp M̃ ,
then p +Vp = M̃ and D(p +Vp ) = D(p)+ n = N . It follows that D : M̃ → N is
a diffeomorphism, hence a covering. •

III.3 Proof of Fried’s theorem

We recall the hypotheses. Themanifold M is a closed (Sim(N ),N )-manifold such
that the developing map D : M̃ →N is not a covering map.

Recall that we set a distance function dN (x, y) = ‖−x + y‖ from the pseudo-norm
‖ · ‖ which is compatible with dilatations: ‖λx‖ = |λ|‖x‖. The triangle inequality also
remains true. This distance function is chosen so it is left-invariant: dN (a+x, a+y) =
dN (x, y). In particular, we can define the open ball of radius R centered in 0 to be

B(0,R) = {x ∈N | dN (0, x) < R}.ă

And in general, the open ball of radius R centered in p is given by the left translation
of B(0,R) to p .
The preceding corollary shows that for every p ∈ M̃ , the image D(p +Vp ) =:

D(expp (Vp )) is never equal to N . Hence, for each p ∈ M̃ , there exists an open
subset Bp ⊂Vp ⊂ Tp M̃ such that the image D(p +Bp ) is the maximal open ball in
D(p +Vp ) centered in D(p).
We let

r : M̃ →]0,+∞[ (42)

be the map that associates to p ∈ M̃ the radius of the ball D(p +Bp ) in N .

Lemma III.8 For p ∈ M̃ and q ∈ p +Bp ,

r (p) ≤ r (q)+dN (D(p),D(q)) (43)
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and therefore r is a local contraction.
Furthermore, if g ∈π1(M) then r (g p) =λ(g )r (p) with λ(g ) the dilatation factor of

the holonomy transformation ρ(g ) ∈ Sim(N ).

Proof Let p ∈ M̃ . and let q ∈ p+Bp . By proposition III.6, p+Bp ⊂ q+Vq . Let v ∈ ∂Bq

such that q + v is not defined. Then D(q)+dDq (v) does not belong to D(q +Vq )
hence does not belong to D(p +Bp ) which is precisely an open ball of radius r (p).
Therefore

r (p) ≤ dN (D(p),D(q)+dDq (v)) (44)

≤ dN (D(q),D(q)+dDq (v))+dN (D(p),D(q)) (45)

≤ r (q)+dN (D(p),D(q)). (46)

Toprove the second part, we prove thatρ(g ) transformsD(p+Bp ) intoD(g p+Bg p ).
If that is true then for v ∈ ∂D(p +Bp ), we have ρ(g )v ∈ ∂D(g p +Bg p ) and therefore

r (g p) = dN (D(g p),ρ(g )v) = dN (ρ(g )D(p),ρ(g )v) (47)

= dN (0,ρ(g )(−D(p)+ v)) (48)

=λ(g )dN (0,−D(p)+ v) (49)

=λ(g )dN (D(p), v) =λ(g )r (p). (50)

In fact, it suffices to prove that ρ(g )D(p +Bp ) ⊂ D(g p +Bg p ) since with g−1 we
would get ρ(g )−1D(g p +Bg p ) = ρ(g−1)D(g p +Bg p ) ⊂ D(p +Bp ), and by applying
ρ(g ) on both ends, we get D(g p +Bg p ) ⊂ ρ(g )D(p +Bp ).

By lemma III.5, g sends p +Bp into a convex subset containing g p , and by proposi-
tion III.6 this convex is contained in g p +Vg p . But ρ(g ) preserves open balls, hence
ρ(g )D(p +Bp ) is an open ball contained in D(g p +Bg p ) by maximality of Bg p . •

The equivariance between r and λ allows a sense of length in M which will be
invariant by the holonomy group.
In M̃ we set

dM̃ (p1, p2) = dN (D(p1),D(p2))

r (p1)+ r (p2)
(51)

which is π1(M)-invariant.
Let p ∈ M̃ and let ε > 0. We will describe open balls of radius ε in M̃ by locally

looking at the pseudo-distance function dM̃ on couples in (p, p +Bp ). On this set, D
is injective. Also, by lemma III.8, the function r is contracting. This gives

dM̃ (p, x) = dN (D(p),D(x))

r (p)+ r (x)
(52)

=⇒ dM̃ (p, x) ≥ dN (D(p),D(x))

2r (x)+dN (D(p),D(x))
(53)

hence if we suppose dM̃ (p, x) < εwith ε small enough, we get

dN (D(p),D(x))

2r (x)+dN (D(p),D(x))
< ε (54)

=⇒ dN (D(p),D(x))

r (x)
< 2ε

1−ε . (55)

If r (p) ≥ r (x) then the same inequality is true for r (p) instead of r (x). If r (p) < r (x),
then p ∈ x +Bx (p is visible from x and lies inside the ball since it is closer to x than
the boundary at distance r (x)) and by repeting the same argument for (x, p) we get
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the preceding inequality with r (p) instead of r (x). In either cases

dN (D(p),D(x))

r (p)
< 2ε

1−ε . (56)

Conversely by using r (x) ≥ r (p)−dN (D(p),D(x))

dM̃ (p, x) ≤ dN (D(p),D(x))

2r (p)−dN (D(p),D(x))
(57)

hence for ε> 0

dN (D(p),D(x))

2r (p)−dN (D(p),D(x))
< ε (58)

=⇒ dN (D(p),D(x))

r (p)
< 2ε

1+ε (59)

This shows that for ε small enough, the ball

BM̃ (p,ε) := {x ∈ p +Bp | dM̃ (p, x) < ε} (60)

has an approximation in its developing image:{
dN (D(p),D(x))

r (p)
< 2ε

1+ε
}
⊂ D(BM̃ (p,ε)) ⊂

{
dN (D(p),D(x))

r (p)
< 2ε

1−ε
}

(61)

is contained in an open of M̃ . Hence those open balls provide the same basis for
the topology of M̃ . This means that dM̃ (p, x) < ε is true when in the ball D(p +Bp )
normalized by the radius r (p), the distance between x and p is less than ' 2ε.

If g ∈π1(M ), then by lemma III.5 and proposition III.6 (compare also with the proof
of lemma III.8 where we proved that g (p +Bp ) = g p +Bg p ), g BM̃ (p,ε) is a subset of
g p +Bg p . The distance function dM̃ being π1-invariant, this shows that

∀g ∈π1(M), g BM̃ (p,ε) = BM̃ (g p,ε). (62)

In M , we can define a system of open neighborhoods by projecting the previously
constructed balls of M̃ .

BM (x,ε) :=π(BM̃ (p,ε)), p ∈π−1(x). (63)

For ε small enough, the ball BM (x,ε) is therefore a trivializing neighborhood of x , and
this system of open balls gives the same topology for M as the original one.

We will now construct holonomy transformations which will be very contracting,
with a common center point and with no rotation. The idea is to take v ∈ ∂Bp such
that p + v is not defined and to compare with D(p)+dDv in N where it must be
defined. The holonomy transformations will be centered in D(p)+dDv =: z +w . See
figure 1 for the global setting.
Consider p ∈ M̃ such that expp (t v) is defined for 0 ≤ t < 1 but not for t = 1. The

geodesic curve [c(t )] = expp (t v) is an incomplete geodesic. In M , the corresponding
curve c(t ) =π([c(t )]) is then an infinite long curve in a compact space. Hence, there
is a recurrent point x ∈ M .
Let BM (x,ε) be a ball with ε radius, for ε> 0 small enough such that BM (x,ε) is

trivializing π : M̃ → M . Let 0 < t1 < ·· · < tn < . . . be entry times such that tn → 1 and
c(tn) ∈ BM (x,ε) but c([tn , tn+1]) 6⊂ BM (x,ε) (it just says that c exits BM (x,ε) before
time tn+1). Since ε is small enough, for each tn , up to homotopy we can set uniquely
ηn the segment from x to c(tn) contained in BM (x,ε).
By construction we have the following lemma.

Lemma III.9 For any i , [c(ti )] ∈ pi +Bpi and dM̃ ([c(ti )], pi ) < ε.
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⇡(p)
<latexit sha1_base64="nRiryg2f9AJBX+2IjEOKTAUmYiE=">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</latexit>

gij
<latexit sha1_base64="O+FxQOOPjSBXM/43HAC1cHvhkZo=">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</latexit>

zi
<latexit sha1_base64="uwyR5c2vuvNZ4fLEMjOW8joVxOI=">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</latexit> zj

<latexit sha1_base64="uYPFxbodOxB7N0mmtE8X70ljZC0=">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</latexit>

�ij
<latexit sha1_base64="ykjd2m6AfnMFCMeO939VG0P6Xlw=">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</latexit>

�̃(ti)
<latexit sha1_base64="qXh5K6t+8qcpruLUQfe3WXf9iZ8=">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</latexit>

�̃(tj)
<latexit sha1_base64="I/DynnpvpAnp0BeVvNAla/uWOTo=">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</latexit>

1� ti
<latexit sha1_base64="H1UM1kJpgRPme682byrl4r7C1LY=">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</latexit>

1� tj
<latexit sha1_base64="u3OcqhyDlgbWgbyvjzXYFyYt1is=">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</latexit>

N
<latexit sha1_base64="hRrl9+EiuHufSYgTz6n0adjRnGc=">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</latexit>

M̃
<latexit sha1_base64="pPqO12gQ9cWLn3/mTrRh2OqD9Ug=">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</latexit>

M
<latexit sha1_base64="vdCcmXxUUZFoOXmsXhRbeZ11Zzc=">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</latexit>

c(t)
<latexit sha1_base64="7LHDqmSs1QEutj3LyupX8hUkARo=">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</latexit>

c(ti)
<latexit sha1_base64="xsKRGulSXi6YPJ7VCKJ9uGUH03c=">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</latexit>

c(tj)
<latexit sha1_base64="k+/0SPeHSxiVRTqcIvD0vdWFuOg=">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</latexit>

Figure 1: The general setting.

Proof By hypothesis and by the preceding discussion, since BM (x,ε) is trivializing, if
c(ti ) ∈ BM (x,ε) then any lift of c(ti ) is in BM̃ (p̂,ε) for p̂ ∈π−1(x). In particular [c(ti )]
is at distance at most ε from pi and lies in pi +Bpi by definition of BM̃ (pi ,ε). •

We set

gi j = η−1
j ? c(t )|[ti ,t j ]?ηi , (64)

this is a family of transformations belonging to π1(M , x). We are now interested in gi j

acting on M̃ . The path g̃i j lifting gi j sends pi to p j by construction. We denote by
γi j the holonomy transformation ρ(gi j ), and we denote by γ̃i j the image D(g̃i j ) and
by γ̃ the image D([c(t )]).

The vector v initially chosen is sent to w by dD and z := D(p). Each pi is sent to zi

by D . See again figure 1.

PropositionIII.10 For i , j large enoughwith j À i , the transformationγi j is centered
as close to z +w as desired, with a dilatation factor as close to 0 as desired and with an
orthogonal part as close to identity as desired. (In other terms, γi j (x) =λP (x −β)+β
with λ→ 0, P → E and β→ z +w .)

The idea of the proof consists in taking a closer look to figure 1. Suppose for aminute
that every zi is in fact γ̃(ti ). Then the transformation γi j sends γ̃(ti ) to γ̃(t j ). It is
then clear that the transformation is very contracting and is centered in z +w with
no rotation. It is the object of the proof to show that this approximation is correct.
Note that in practice, a dilatation λ(x, y) = (λx,λ2 y) does not stabilize a geodesic.

Proof Assume that γi j is an affine transformation given by

γi j (x) =λP (x −β)+β, (65)

with λ ∈ R,P ∈ U(n −1) and β ∈N constant. We start by showing that β→ z +w if
P = En and if λ→ 0.
Denote (ai ,bi ) = γ̃(ti ) and (c,d) = β. By construction, γi j sends D(pi ) = zi to

D(p j ) = z j . We will later show that zi and γ̃(ti ) are very close for ti large enough.
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Hence, the additional and final hypothesis is that γi j sends (ai ,bi ) to (a j ,b j ). It
gives the following computation.

(a j ,b j ) =λ((ai ,bi )−β)+β (66)

=λ
(
(ai − c,bi −d − Im(a∗

i c))
)+ (c,d) (67)

= (
λ(ai − c)+ c,λ2(bi −d − Im(a∗

i c))+d + Im(λ(ai − c)+ c)∗ c
)

(68)

= (
(1−λ)c +λai , (1−λ2)d +λ2(bi − Im(a∗

i c))+ Im
(
λ((ai − c)∗c

))
(69)

It then suffices to resolve the values of c and d .

a j = (1−λ)(c)+λai (70)

c = (1−λ)−1(a j −λai ), (71)

b j = (1−λ2)d +λ2(bi − Im(a∗
i c))+ Im

(
λ(ai − c)∗c)

)
(72)

d = (1−λ2)−1 (
b j −λ2(bi − Im(a∗

i c))−λIm((ai − c)∗c)
)

(73)

We now use the fact that (ai ,bi ) is given by

expz (ti (a0,b0)) = z + (ti a0, ti b0) = (z1 + ti a0, z2 + ti b0 + ti Im(z∗
1 b0)), (74)

where w = (a0,b0) and z = (z1, z2). We now use the hypothesis λ→ 0, we get c → a j

and b → b j which show that for ti , t j → 1 large enough, the point β= (c,d) is as close
as desired to z +w .

It remains to show that we can indeed suppose that P = En , λ→ 0 and that zi is
arbitrary close to γ̃(ti ).

Since U(N ) is compact and since γ j kγi j = γi k , the transformation P of γi j accu-
mulates to the identity En .

To show λ→ 0, we will use lemma III.9. First we have by lemmas III.9 and III.8 and
by definition of [c(t )]

r (p j ) ≤ r ([c(t j )])+dN (z j , γ̃(t j )) (75)

and by lemma III.9 and definition of dM̃

dN (z j , γ̃(t j )) < ε
(
r (p j )+ r ([c(t j )])

)
. (76)

This gives

r (p j ) ≤ (1+ε)r ([c(t j )])+εr (p j ). (77)

Remark r (p j ) = r (gi j (pi )) =λ(gi j )r (pi ), it gives

λ(gi j )r (pi ) ≤ (1+ε)r ([c(t j )])+ελ(gi j )r (pi ) (78)

λ(gi j ) ≤ 1+ε
1−ε

r ([c(t j )])

r (pi )
. (79)

Since the numerator tends to 0, for i fixed we get that λ→ 0 for j tending to +∞. So
this is true for i , j large enough such that j À i . •

We now recall the construction made for proposition III.4. Let p ∈ M̃ . If for g ∈
π1(M), g ·p is visible from p by a vector in Bp , then if a vector u is such that G(u) ∈ Bp ,
then in fact p +u is visible from p , with G given by

G(u) = dD−1
p (−z +ρ(g )(D(p)+dDp (u))). (80)

This allows to extend the set of vectors that can be seen from p further than Bp . By
passing through the developing map (by lemma III.3), if dDpG(u) ∈ dDp ·Bp then it is
true that G(u) ∈ Bp . Therefore if D(p +G(u)) ∈ D(p +Bp ) then u is visible.
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We now use the proposition. We first need to check that gi j p is visible from p . We
are only interested in the transformations gi j for large i and j . We know that γi j z
lies in the image of the ball D(p +Bp ), say with a vector w ′ such that γi j z = z +w ′.
Say v ′ corresponds to w ′ by (dD)−1. It follows that gi j p is visible from p by v ′ ∈ Bp .
The next proposition is inferred from this discussion.

Proposition III.11 The exponential based in p is well defined on a “half-space” of
Tp M̃ given by

Hp = ă
⋃

jÀiÀ0
dD−1(γ−1

i j (dD ·Bp )). • (81)

Remark that in the Euclidean case F = R as in Fried’s proof, this half-space is given
by 〈u, v〉 < 1. We now take a closer look to the form of Hp in the general N to prove
that it is in fact a half-space.
For, we look at the images γ−1

i j (dD ·Bp ). For more clarity, we will suppose that
dD ·Bp is the unit ball centered in 0 in N (after taking the exponential based in 0),
denoted by B . In other words, (u, I ) ∈ B if and only if ‖u‖2 +‖I‖ < 1.

Lemma III.12 The boundary ∂Hp ⊂ Tp M̃ is through the developing map an affine
subspace either vertical (meaning that (u, I ) ∈ A × Im(F) with A affine in Fn−2) or
horizontal (meaning that (u, I ) ∈ Fn−2 × A with A affine in Fn−2).

Proof From what we know, gi j is of the form

gi j (x) =λi j (x − (z +w))+ (z +w) (82)

with λi j → 0 and a small rotation that had been ignored. Therefore, we look at the
transformations

gβ(λ)(x) =λ(x −β)+β (83)

with β ∈ ∂B the center and λ> 0 the dilatation factor.
The image set for x fixed is

{λ(x −β)+β | λ> 0} (84)

and this is half a parabola (sometimes degenerated into a straight line). We will
examine the intersection of this parabola withB for smallsλ. If this intersection is non
empty then x will be visible from p . Taking coordinates x = (x1, x2) and β= (β1,β2),

gβ(λ)(x) = (
λ(x1 −β1),λ2(x2 −β2 + Im(x∗

1β1))
)+ (β1,β2) (85)

= (
λ(x1 −β1)+β1,λ2(x2 −β2)+β2 +λ(1+λ)Im(x∗

1β1)
)

. (86)

First, we examine the case β1 6= 0. Up to applying a rotation of the subgroup M ,
we can suppose that β1 = (c,0 . . . ,0) with c > 0 real. Denoting x1 = (x1

1 , x2
1 , . . . , xn−1

1 ),
we get

gβ(λ)(x) = (
λ(x1 −β1)+β1,β2 −λcIm(x1

1)+λ2(x2 −β2 − cIm(x1
1))

)
(87)

= (
λ(x1 −β1)+β1,β2 −λcIm(x1

1)+o(λ)
)

(88)

When λ→ 0, the condition gβ(λ)(x) ∈ B does not depend on the coordinate x2. Hence
∂Hp is vertical (the condition is affine since it only involves Im(x1

1)).
Now we suppose β1 = 0. Hence β2 = ξ is unitary. The coordinates of the parabola

then are

gβ(λ)(x) = (λx1,λ2(x2 −ξ)+ξ). (89)
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The norm of the first coordinate tends to 0 and the norm of the second is smaller
than 1 if Re((x2 −ξ)∗ξ) < 0, i.e. Re(x∗

2 ξ) < 1. Therefore ∂Hp is horizontal since this
condition does not depend on x1 and is affine in x2. •

Corollary III.13 For each p ∈ M̃ , Hp is convex.

Proof Indeed, dDp∂Hp is affine and of real codimension 1, hence it separates n in
two connected components, each convex. One of them is dDp Hp . •

We now divide ∂Hp onto Wp t Ip , where Wp denotes the visible vectors and Ip the
invisible vectors of ∂Hp .

Lemma III.14 The image D(p)+dDp (Ip ) is locally constant (hence constant) following
p , this image is denoted I . Furthermore, I is affine.

Proof If Wp =;, then Ip = ∂Hp is affine and its image by the developing map must
be constant since p +Vp = M̃ is convex (because Hp is convex and equal to Vp if ∂Hp

is only constituted of invisible vectors, see proposition III.6).
Let vp ∈ Ip . Suppose that u ∈Wp . Let q = p +u. The point q has a half-space Hq .

We show that D(p)+dDp (vp ) belongs to D(q)+dDq (∂Hq ). This shows that D(p)+
dDp (Iq ) is contained in the intersection of D(p)+dDp (∂Hp ) with D(q)+dDq (∂Hq ).
Since D(q)+dDq (∂Hq ) ( D(p)+dDp (∂Hp ), such an intersection decreases the
topological dimension. By repeating the argument for a new u, the image of Ip

becomes constant following p and is affine.
Since p+Hp and q+Hq are convex and with non empty intersection, it follows that

D is injective on (p +Hp )∪ (q +Hq ). Suppose that D(p)+dDp (vp ) lies in D(q +Hq ),
then this is locally true. Therefore, D(c(t )) = D(p + t vp ) is contained in D(q +Hq ) for
t ∈]T,1[. By injectivity of D , this shows that c(t ) = p + t vp is contained in q +Hq for
t ∈]T,1[ and this geodesic is defined for t = 1 by hypothesis. But this contradicts that
c(1) is not defined. This shows that D(p)+dDp (vp ) does not belong to D(q +Hq ).
Take p ′ in p +Hp such that D(p)+dDp (vp ) belongs to ∂D(p ′+Bp ′). Then there

exists ρ(gi j ) centered in D(p)+dDp (vp ) very contracting with almost no rotation for
i , j large enough.

IfD(p)+dDp (vp )does not belong toD(q)+dDq (∂Hq ), then this last set has nofixed
point under ρ(gi j ). Therefore, D(gi j (q+Hq )) is convex and contains D(q)+dDq (Bq ).
But gi j (q+Hq ) and q+Hq intersect, hence D is injective on the union. If c(t ) ∈ q+Bq

is a geodesic such that c(0) = q and c(1) is not defined, then this shows that c(t ) is
well defined in t = 1, since it is in gi j (q +Hq ), absurd. •

Now the end of Fried’s theorem’s proof consists in showing that the holonomy
group Γ is discrete (compare with III.2 and with [Mat92]).

Since I is constant, it follows that D(M̃ ) does not intersect I (since the exponential
of a point is always locally defined and I is the boundary of every Hp ). Since I is non
empty by construction, by the proposition II.7, it follows that the developing map is
a covering onto its image, which is N − I .
The main argument is the following lemma, which proof can already be found in

the proof of II.7.

Lemma III.15 If there exist f , g ∈ Sim(N ) such that λ( f ) 6= 1 and the fixed point of f is
not fixed by g , then 〈 f , g 〉 is not a discrete subgroup of Sim(N ).

Such applications are given by the various gi j by changing the base point p . If I
is not a single point, then two such maps f , g exist. We will show that it does not
occur. IfN − I is simply connected, then the holonomy groupmust be discrete, which
contradicts the preceding lemma.
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So we suppose, thatN − I is not simply connected. This case occurs if I is an affine
subspace of real codimension 2. Let H be an affine half-space with ∂H = I . By turning
H around I , we find that the universal cover of N − I is H ×R.
Since I is invariant by the holonomy group Γ, and since Γ contains contractions

(such as gi j ) it follows that I is stable by dilatations. The subgroup of Sim(N )
stabilizing I contains dilatations f , g with different fixed points. The lifted group
Sim(I )×R contains f̃ , g̃ (essentially f̃ ' f × {0} since f = gi j does not rotate much
around I ) again contracting and with different fixed points.
We now have a lifting of (G , X )-structures

(Sim(I )×R, H ×R) → (Sim(I ),N − I )ă (90)

and M gets a lifted (Sim(I )×R, H ×R)-structure. The developing map is given by the
choice of a point: take p ∈ M̃ and D(p) ∈N − I , we have to choose q ∈ H ×R such
that q is send to D(p) by the covering H ×R →N − I , denote q by D ′(p). The new
developing map D ′ is now fully prescribed by D and D ′(p). Again, D ′ is a covering
map since D is a covering map. For, take q(t ) a path in H ×R, based in q(0) = D ′(p).
It is sent to a path in N − I which is covered by a path q̃(t ) in M̃ since D is a covering
map, and D ′(q̃(t )) = q(t ) by local triviality.

Since H ×R is simply connected, the new holonomy group Γ′ must be discrete. But
this is again contradicted by the preceding lemma (slightly adapted).

This concludes Fried’s theorem’s proof since I must be constituted of a single point
(which must be totally fixed by Γ). Also by the proposition II.7 the rest of the theorem
is shown. •

IV—Complete structures on closedmanifolds

The aim of this final section is to show the following theorem. This is more classical
and not too difficult once Fried’s theorem is given. See [KP86].

Theorem IV.1 Let M be a closed (PU(n,1),∂Hn)-manifold. If D is not surjective then
it is a covering onto its image. Furthermore, D is a covering on its image if, and only if,
D(M̃) is equal to a connected component of ∂Hn −L(Γ).

The proof of this theorem is cut into two parts.

Proposition IV.2 Let M be a closed (PU(n,1),∂Hn)-manifold. If the developing map
is not surjective, then it is a covering map on its image.

Proof DenoteΩ= ∂Hn −D(M̃).

• IfΩ= {a}, then up to conjugation, we can suppose thatΩ= {∞} and D(M̃) ⊂
N . Since Ω is fixed by the holonomy group, we get a similarity structure
(Sim(N ),N ) on M . Since M is closed, it verifies the hypotheses of Fried’s
theorem and hence must be complete. Otherwise, another point would be
missed by the developing map.

• Suppose {a}(Ω. Then by minimality L(Γ) ⊂Ω. If L(Γ) =; then by lemma II.5,
the developing map is a covering onto the full ∂Hn , absurd. Hence L(Γ) consists
of one or at least two points. If L(Γ) = {a} then we can suppose it is ∞ and
D(M̃) ⊂ N . Again, by Fried’s theorem and since L(Γ) = {∞}, the developing
map is in fact a covering onto N , absurd. Hence, L(Γ) consists of at least two
points and is contained inΩ. The conclusion follows from proposition II.7.

•
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Proposition IV.3 Let M be a closed (PU(n,1),∂Hn)-manifold. The developing map
is a covering on its image if, and only if, D(M̃) is equal to a connected component of
∂Hn −L(Γ).

Proof We start by supposing that D(M̃ ) is equal to the full connected component of
∂Hn −L(Γ) on which D(M̃) is defined.

• If L(Γ) =; then by lemma II.5 the conclusion follows.

• If L(Γ) = {a} then M gets a similarity structure which must be complete by
Fried’s theorem III.1.

• If L(Γ) is constituted of at least two points, then by hypothesis the developing
map avoids L(Γ) and the proposition II.7 concludes.

Now we suppose that the developing map is a covering onto its image.

• If D is a covering onto ∂Hn or ∂Hn − {a}, then D is a diffeomorphism and Γ is
discrete. It must avoid L(Γ). If D is a covering onto ∂Hn then L(Γ) =;. If D is
a covering onto ∂Hn − {a} then L(Γ) 6= ; by lemma II.5, hence L(Γ) is exactly a.

• Now suppose that D is a covering and avoids at least two points. LetΩ= ∂Hn −
D(M̃). Then by minimality L(Γ) ⊂Ω and L(Γ) can not be ; nor {a}, otherwise
it would be a complete boundary manifold (by lemma II.5) or a complete
similarity manifold (by Fried’s theorem III.1) andΩwould be equal to ; or a.
So L(Γ) contains at least two points and we conclude by proposition II.7.

•
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